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A review is given on the theory of metal-insulator transitions (MIT) in doped semiconductors. We
focus in particular on reviewing theories of their anomalous magnetic properties, which emerge from
the interplay of spin and charge correlations and disorder. Building on the review of these existing
theories and experiments, we suggest that the finite temperature phase diagram can be structured
into 1. a quantum spin liquid phase at subcritical doping and low temperature, as described by the
Bhatt-Lee theory of random spin clusters, mostly random singlets. 2. a critical non-Fermi-liquid fan,
originating at the MIT, which is dominated by random Kondo singlets with a universal tail of the
distribution of their binding energies. This is caused by multifractality and results in an anomalous
power law divergence of the magnetic susceptibility with a universal power and 3. a supercritical,
low temperature phase. Rare events caused by the random placement of dopants do not allow
to define strict phase boundaries. Remaining open problems are reveiwed and outlined. Finally,
the possibility of finite temperature delocalization transitions is reviewed, which are caused by the
correlation induced temperature dependence of the spin scattering rate from magnetic moments.
This review article is devoted to the memory of Konstantin B. Efetov.

I. INTRODUCTION

Doped semiconductors, such as Si1−xPx (Si:P), are well
known to show a metal-insulator transition (MIT) by
variation of the dopant concentration x. Although silicon
is one of the most intensively studied materials in hu-
man history and the MIT in doped silicon has been long
known as a paradigm of quantum phase transitions, it
remains only partially understood1–4. While the doping
increases the charge carrier density and thereby the over-
lap integral between dopant wave functions, the random
positioning of the dopants results in random hopping am-
plitudes between dopant sites. Randomness causes the
charge carriers to remain localized below a critical dopant
density5, the celebrated Anderson localization. However,
there are indications of strong spin and charge correla-
tions at low dopant densities and in the vicinity of the
MIT, where the electron-electron interaction is poorly
screened, giving rise to anomalous magnetic, transport
and optical properties. Therefore, while the transition
to a metal in doped semiconductors is found to be very
similar to an Anderson MIT (AMIT)5, driven by disor-
der, rather than a correlation-driven Mott transition6,
there is experimental evidence for non-Fermi liquid be-
havior due to the presence of local magnetic moments
(MMs). Thus, a theory of the MIT in doped semicon-
ductors as function of dopant concentration or pressure
requires to fully model both disorder5,7–13, and spin and
charge correlations3,6,7,9,14–21.

This makes the derivation of its critical properties one
of the most demanding challenges in condensed matter
theory7–9,12. Getting a more complete understanding of
the MIT in one of the best studied materials, silicon, will
improve the understanding of the MIT in other, more
complex materials, such as SrTiO322 or the cuprates23–27

and will be of crucial relevance for understanding the

doping dependence in topological insulators28, topologi-
cal superconductors29, and the superconductor-insulator
transition in doped semiconductors22,30. Moreover a bet-
ter understanding of the interplay of disorder and spin
and charge correlations in doped semiconductors may
improve their design as functional materials, such as di-
lute magnetic semiconductors31, high efficiency solar cell
concepts, like intermediate band solar cells32–34 or dye
sensitized solar cells35 and thermoelectric devices36–38.

II. SCALING THEORY

The MIT in doped semiconductors is consistent with
a second order quantum phase transition where the lo-
calization length and correlation length diverge, on the
respective sides of the transition39–41, even though the
possibility of a discontinuous transition with a minimum
metallic conductivity42 is also considered43. Measure-
ments of conductivity are found to be consistent with
Wegner scaling13 with dopant density N at finite tem-
perature T , σ(N,T ) = ξ(N)2−df [T/∆ξ], where f [x] is a
scaling function. This yields with the correlation length
ξ(N) ∼ |N − Nc|−ν with the critical dopant density Nc
and the corresponding energy scale ∆ξ ∼ ξ(N)−z,where
z is the dynamical exponent, for dimension d = 3

σ(N,T ) =

(
|N −Nc|

Nc

)µ
F [T

(
|N −Nc|

Nc

)−zν

], (1)

where F [x] is a scaling function. It follows that at
criticality the conductivity scales with temperature as
σ(Nc, T ) = σc(T ) ∼ Tµ/(zν). Wegner scaling corresponds
to µ = ν, but in fitting the experiments µ is often al-
lowed to be an independent parameter40. For the Ander-
son transition of noninteracting disordered electrons, ∆ξ

is on the insulating side of the transition the local level
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spacing, so that z = d and µ = ν. It should be noted hat
the one parameter scaling of the conductivity Eq. (1)
is only justified, if the localisation length is self averag-
ing, that is, if it has a normal distribution, which has
been confirmed for the Anderson localisation transition
numerically, for a review see Ref.8.

The scaling of conductivity of uncompensated bulk
(d = 3) Si:P was done in Ref.39, where the authors as-
sumed µ = ν and found z ≈ 2.4 and ν ≈ 1.3. In Ref.40

the MIT in Si:B was studied as function of stress. They
find µ ≈ 1.6 and zν ≈ 3.2. Assuming µ = ν, this
yields thus ν ≈ 1.6 and z ≈ 2. In Ref.41 the MIT in
p-doped uncopmensated semiconductor, Ge:Ga has been
studied as function of doping concentration. They find
µ = ν ≈ 1.2 for z ≈ 3. For compensated Ge:Ga,As, they
rather find µ = ν ≈ 1 for z ≈ 3. Earlier measurements
gave ν ≈ 18,44.

The scaling theory of the Anderson transition was
conjectured in Ref.45 in terms of the flow of the di-
mensionless conductance g with system size L, build-
ing on Refs.13,46. Wegner formulated that scaling the-
ory in a field-theoretical description in terms of the non-
linear sigma model47. This effective model for the long
wave length physics, which captures in particular diffu-
sion modes originating from multiple impurity scattering
was then derived for disordered electron systems, per-
forming the disorder averaging nonperturbatively with
the Replica trick in Refs.48–50 and with the supersym-
metry method by Efetov10, both without and with mag-
netic field and in the presence of spin-orbit coupling and
magnetic impurities. A resummation of singularities in
perturbation theory provided further evidence of Ander-
son localisation in d ≤ 2 dimensions without magnetic
field51,52. The Anderson transition was studied in d =
2+ ϵ expansion of the nonlinear sigma model upto 4-loop
order53,54 and 5-loop order55, on the Bethe lattice56–59

and in effective medium approximation60 and61, yield-
ing in d = 3 estimates for the critical exponent ν ≈ 1.
Recently the conformal bootstrap method has been ap-
plied to the Anderson transition in 2D with spin-orbit
interaction, and suggested to be a way to get more accu-
rate estimates for the critical exponent ν also for the 3D
Anderson transition62.

Numerical transfer matrix calculations for the 3D An-
derson tight binding (Atb) model of noninteracting dis-
ordered fermions8 gave for the critical exponent without
magnetic field ν = 1.571 ± .00463 and finite size scal-
ing of the distribution of wave function intensities yields
ν = 1.59± .00664.

The discrepancy with the experimental results could
be due to interaction effects. Local interactions can
create magnetic moments in weakly coupled impurity
sites65–67. In Ref.68 the 3D Atb model of noninteract-
ing disordered fermions with hopping amplitude t was
studied when the electron spin is coupled by exchange
coupling J to a finite concentration of classical magnetic
moments. The critical exponent was found for J > 0.3t,
to be νS ≈ 1.3±0.1 when 5 percent of all lattice sites have

magnetic moments68, which is in fair agreement with ex-
periments on uncompensated bulk (d = 3) Si:P39.

A density functional theory analysis of a model of
randomly distributed donor impurities with long range
Coulomb interactions between spinless charge carriers
yields ν = 1.30(+0.12,−0.06)69,which is also in good
agreement with experimental results39, as well.

A self consistent Hartree Fock treatment of disordered
electrons with long range interactions yields a smaller ν,
which is found to depend on the interaction range70 and
for the diverging correlation length a different νM was
obtained than for the diverging localization length νI on
the insulator side of the MIT.

A typical medium dynamical cluster approximation for
disordered electronic systems has been applied to the dis-
ordered Anderson-Hubbard model, a model with onsite
interactions, identifying the mobility edge and the finite
temperature phase diagram71. Parameter-free ab-initio
calculations of doped Si:P which employed density func-
tional theory to build a tight binding model, that is then
diagonalised numerically, have been used to address the
exponent puzzle for the Anderson transition in both com-
pensated and uncompensated doped semiconductors in
Ref.72.

Cold atom experiments on the Anderson localization
transition in d = 3 reported critical exponents ν ≈
1.673,74. In these systems interactions are known to be
weak, which explains the good agreement with the results
of the noninteracting tight binding model63,64.

The many-body theory of the MIT in doped semi-
conductors has a long history. It is well established7,9

that long range Coulomb interactions in strongly disor-
dered metals give rise to Althshuler-Aronov corrections
to the density of states (DOS) and to the temperature
dependence of the conductivity on the metallic side of
the MIT In 3D it gives σ ∼ σ0 − σ2

0AT
1/2, where σ0

is the residual conductivity and A an interaction depen-
dent constant. This corresponds according to Eq. (1)
for µ = ν to a dynamical exponent z = 275–77. For
a review see Ref.78. This is in strong contrast to the
Fermi liquid conductivity of a pure metal, where the
electron-electron scattering rate is proportional to T 2,
which would rather yield z = 1/2. On the insulator
side of the MIT Coulomb interactions give rise to the
Coulomb gap in the DOS. Transport of electrons can be
modeled there by Efros-Shklovskii variable range hopping
conductivity79, which is consistend with Wegner scaling
for N < Nc, when σ(N,T ) = σc(T ) exp(−(∆ξ(N)/T )p),

where ∆ξ(N) ∼ (Nc−N)z
′ν . Here, the dynamical expo-

nent z′ should, for consistency, be equal to z. In fitting
experiments it is sometimes taken as an independent fit-
ting parameter. Here, p = 1/2 or p = 1/4 depending on
the dominant hopping process79.
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FIG. 1. Measured magnetic susceptibility for various doping
concentrations N84. Inset: Power α, as obtained by fitting
χ(T ) ∼ T−α (circles), and by fitting the magnetic moment
contribution to the specific heat to C(T ) ∼ T 1−α (triangles),
plotted as function of N/Nc. Figs. taken and reedited from
Ref.84, Copyright 1997 Institute of Physics Science.

III. ANOMALOUS MAGNETIC PROPERTIES

A. Experiments

Magnetic susceptibility and specific heat measure-
ments of doped semiconductors like Si:P3,17,20,80–84 as
well as ESR measurements85 provide evidence for mag-
netic moments (MMs). The magnetic susceptibility is
experimentally found to diverge at low temperature with
a power law χ ∼ T−α, see Fig. 1. The fitted power
α is plotted as function of dopant density N in the in-
set of Fig. 1 (circles), while an analysis of the contri-
bution of MMs to the specific heat measurements yields
α(N) in the inset of Fig. 1 (triangles)3,84. In the di-
lute limit N ≤ 1/a3B , where aB is the Bohr radius
of the dopants, the magnetic susceptibility is observed
to follow the Curie law χ ∼ N/T. This is in agree-
ment with the fact that in Si:P all dopants have a free
S = 1/2-spin, only weakly coupled by the antiferromag-
netic super-exchange interaction between the hydrogen
like dopant levels14. For increasing doping concentration
N , the power α is found to decrease continously. Close
to the transition Nc = 3.3 × 1018/cm3, the power con-
verges to α ≈ .5, and hardly depends on N deep into
the metallic phase. At the same time, the amplitude of
the magnetic susceptibility decays with increasing con-
centration N, indicating a decrease of the concentration

of MMs nM < N .
At the MIT N = Nc and in the metal regime

N > Nc a finite concentration of spin−1/2 MMs have
been shown to be created by the onsite interaction
in weakly coupled impurity sites65–67, positioned ran-
domly and coupled weakly by antiferromagnetic super-
exchange interactions3,6,16. The concentration of MMs
decreases with increasing doping. At the MIT theoreti-
cal calculations66,86 and the evaluation of experiments3

are consistent with about 10 % of all dopants forming
MMs. In Ref.87 it was pointed out that a combined
analysis of magnetic susceptibility and electron spin res-
onance experiments gives hints that at least part of the
low temperature enhancement of the magnetic suscepti-
bility could be rather due to an anomalous intensification
of the interaction between electrons by disorder.
In a metal the exchange coupling J of spin 1/2-MMs

to the conduction electrons results below a temperature
scale TK in the screening of the MM by a cloud of con-
duction electron spins, the Kondo effect88–92. Above the
Kondo temperature TK the MMs contributes a Curie like
term to the magnetic susceptibility. At temperatures be-
low TK the contribution to the susceptibility converges to
a temperature independent Pauli like contribution since
the MMs become screened. Nagaoka89 and Suhl90 de-
rived for a non-disordered metal with a density of states
ρ at the Fermi energy εF the Kondo temperature TK
as T 0

K ≈ c εF exp (−1/(ρJ)) , where c ≈ 1.14. The tem-
perature dependence of thermodynamic observables like
the magnetic susceptibility and transport properties obey
in a clean metal universal scaling functions, which scale
with TK .
Indeed, the Kondo effect has been detected experi-

mentally in doped semiconductors for N > Nc by ther-
mopower measurements which, when fitting with the the-
ory of Ref.93, is consistent with a Kondo temperature
TK ≈ 0.8K94. Therefore, it is experimentally evident
that the Kondo effect has to be taken into account in the
theory of the anomalous magnetic properties of doped
semiconductors in the vicinity of the MIT.

While the Kondo problem has been previously solved
in clean metals88–91, a comprehensive theory of the MIT
requires to consider the Kondo impurities coupled to the
strongly disordered electron systems in the vicinity of the
MIT in doped semiconductors.

B. Distribution of the Kondo temperature

Since the Kondo temperature in a clean metal88–90 de-
pends on the product of the local exchange coupling J
and the density of states at the Fermi energy ρ, it is
natural to expect a distribution of the Kondo tempera-
ture, P (TK), when J and ρ are distributed due to the
random placement of the dopants. Early theories de-
rived thereby P (TK) from the distribution of J , assum-
ing that the dopants are on random, uncorrelated lattice
sites19,95, finding a magnetic susceptibility with correc-
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tions to the Curie law, χ(T ) ∼ exp(−kNa3 ln3(T0/T ))/T,
where k is a constant, T0 ∼ Zt, where Z is the average
degree of the random network of dopants, and t the av-
erage hybridisation energy between neighboured dopant
sites (for Si:P t ≈ 28meV was estimated in Ref.95). In-
serting the local density of states ρ(ϵ, x) which is known
to have a wide, lognormal distribution at the AMIT into
TK ∼ exp (−1/(ρJ)), P (TK), was derived in Ref.96, and
shown to yield also weak corrections to the Curie law for
the magnetic susceptibility96,21.

FIG. 2. Intensity of critical state of the 3D Atb model
(disorder amplitude W = 16.5t, t hopping parameter, at en-
ergy E = 2t, size L = 100a, lattice spacing a). Coloring
denotes αψ = − ln |ψ|2/ lnL ∈ [1.2, 1.8], [1.8, 2.4], [2.4, 3.0],
(red, green, light blue), respecitively. Fig. taken from Ref.103,
Copyright 2012, American Physical Society.

The influence of the disorder in the electron system
on the Kondo effect is more subtle, however. In 1-loop
approximation, the Kondo temperature at site r of a spin-

FIG. 3. Correlation function of intensities, C, as function of
energy difference |E − EM | in 3D disordered system, η ≈ 2.
Inset: Density of states as function of E. Intensities are corre-
lated within energy Ec around mobility edge EM . Fig. taken
from Ref.104, Copyright 2016, American Physical Society.

1/2-impurity is determined by89,90

1 =
J

2NL

NL∑
n=1

Ld|ψn(r)|2

En − EF
tanh

(
En − EF

2TK
(r)

)
, (2)

where NL is the total number of energy levels in a finite
sample of linear size L, |ψn(r)|2 is the probability density
of the eigenstate at the site r of the spin-1/2-impurity.
In a clean metal the Eigenstates are plane waves with
uniform intensity |ψn(r)|2 = 1/Ld, The disorder results
in wavefunction amplitudes which vary with the position
r. In a weakly disordered metal different wave functions
are correlated with each other in a macroscopic energy
interval of the order of the elasic scattering rate 1/τ .
Thus, in a weakly disordered metal the Kondo tempera-
ture is found to have a finite width in the thermodynamic
limit97–99.
However, at the AMIT the wave functions are strongly

inhomogenous and multifractal100 with power law corre-
lations in energy101,102. Since the AMIT is a 2nd order
quantum phase transition the localization length ξ and
the correlation length ξc diverge at the AMIT. Thus, the
electrons at the AMIT are in a critical state, which is nei-
ther extended nor localized. In fact it is rather sparse, see
Fig. 2, where the intensity |ψn(r)|2 is plotted for all sites
of a finite sample of the 3D Atb model. At the AMIT the
q-th moment of eigenfunction intensities |ψl(r)|2 is found
to scale with linear size L as

Pq = Ld⟨ |ψl(r)|2q⟩ ∼ L−dq(q−1). (3)

Critical states are characterized by multifractal dimen-
sions dq < d which change with power q. The resulting
distribution function of the intensity is for the 3D AMIT
very close to a log-normal distribution function12,64

P (|ψl(r)|2) ∼
1

|ψl(r)|2
L−

(αψ−α0)2

2η . (4)

Here, αψ = − ln |ψl(r)|2/ lnL, η = 2(α0 − d) and α0 >
d. The multifractal dimension dq is related to α0 by
dq = d − q(α0 − d) for q < qc. At qc = α0/η the
function τq = dq(q − 1) terminates at τqc and does not
change for larger moments, q > qc

12. Approaching the
AMIT, single particle wave functions show multifractal-
ity when looking at length scales which are smaller than
ξ, ξc, respectively

100. Another consequence of multifrac-
tality is that the intensities are power law correlated in
energy101,102,105, see Fig. 3 and in space12. The cor-
relation function of intensities associated to two energy
levels is found to decay with a power law of their differ-
ence ωnm = En − Em as102,105

C(ωnm = En − Em) = Ld
∫
ddr ⟨|ψn(r)|2|ψm(r)|2⟩

=

{
( Ec
Max(|ωnm|,∆) )

η/d, 0 < |ωnm| < Ec,

(Ec/|ωnm|)2, |ωnm| > Ec,
, (5)

when En ≤ EM and Em ≥ EM or the other way around,
as plotted in Fig. 3. ∆ = 1/(ρLd) is the average level
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spacing, ρ the average density of states. Here, we set
one of the energies at the mobility edge En = EM and
the other at Em = E. The correlation energy Ec is
found to be of the order of elastic scattering rate 1/τ .
For |ωnm| < Ec correlations are enhanced compared to
the plane wave limit Cnm = 1, see Fig. 3. Recently,
it was shown in numerical simulations69,70,106 and us-
ing the nonlinear sigma model of disordered interacting
fermions107,108 that multifractality persists in strongly
interacting disordered fermion systems with long range
interactions. In cases when the interacting states can-
not be written as Slater determinants of single particle
states, one can formulate the problem in terms of local
density of states (LDOS). In Ref.108 the LDOS at the
MIT was studied and confirmed to have a multifractal
distribution.

FIG. 4. Distribution of Kondo temperatures TK in units of

T
(0)
K in the metallic phase, acc. to analytical theory Eq. (25)

of Ref.103, as function of distance to mobility edge EF−EM in
units of Ec for exchange coupling J = D0/5, D0 band width.
Fig. taken from Ref.103, Copyright 2012, American Physical
Society.

Implementing these power law correlations of local
wavefunction intinsities, an analytical result for the dis-
tribution of TK at and in the vicinity of the AMIT has
been obtained in Ref.103, using that the distribution of
wave function intensities is close to log-normal. That
distribution of TK is found to widen as the system ap-
proaches the AMIT from the metallic side, evolving into
a distribution with a power law divergent low TK− tail.
That tail has been shown in Ref.103 to origin from the
opening of local pseudo gaps, which quench the Kondo
screening. The full distribution of TK , Eq. (25) of
Ref.103, is plotted in Fig. 4 as function of the distance to
mobility gap EM , approaching it from the metallic side.
At the mobility gap E = EM its tail is found to be given

FIG. 5. Schematic phase diagram as function of doping con-
centration N and temperature T . Anomalous magnetic sus-
ceptibility χ ∼ T−α with universal power α = 1−(α0−3)/3 at
criticality Nc and for T > ∆ξ in the insulator regime N < Nc,
and for T > ∆ξc in the metal regime N > Nc.

by

P (0 < TK ≪ T 0
K) ∼ T−α

K , (6)

with power α = 1−η/(2d), depending only on the multi-
fractal correlation exponent η = 2(α0 − d). In the vicin-
ity of the AMIT that universal power law tail remains
valid on the metallic side N > Nc for TK > ∆ξ, and
on the insulating side N < Nc for TK > ∆ξ, where
only at lower temperatures the Kondo screeing is fully
quenched by local gaps ∆ξ and a finite density of free
magnetic moments remain. This analytical result for the
distribution function of TK allows to calculate the mag-
netic susceptibility noting that χ(T ) ∼ nFM (T )/T with

nFM (T ) = nM
∫ T
0
dTKP (TK), yielding103,

χ(T ) ∼
(
T

Ec

)−α

, (7)

valid at the MIT N = Nc, on the insulating side N < Nc
for T > ∆ξ and on the metallic side N < Nc of the
MIT for T > ∆ξc . This results in the fan like phase
diagram, shown schematically in Fig. 5. The contri-
bution of MMs to the specific heat is obtained from
C(T ) ∼ TdnFM (T )/dT as C(T ) ∼ T η/(2d). In d = 3 we
thus find that the anomalous power of the magnetic sus-
ceptibility α has a universal value, independent of doping
concentration N , as given by

α = 1− (α0 − 3)/3, (8)

in the vicinity of the MIT. The multifractal parameter
α0 is without magnetic field known numerically to be
α0 = 4.048(4.045, 4.050)64, yielding α = .651(.652, .650).
Thus, the critical power law tail of the distirbution of
the Kondo temperature results in an anomalous power
for the temperature dependence of the magnetic suscep-
tibility which is in good agreement with experiments in
the vicinity of the MIT, see the inset (circles) of Fig. 1
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of Ref.84 and results reported in Ref.67. If this interpre-
tation is correct, it would make these experiments the
first, albeit indirect, measurements of multifractality at
the MIT in doped semiconductors.

A direct numerical calculation of the distribution of the
Kondo temperature, by application of the Kernel poly-
nomial method109 to Eq. (2) was reported in Ref.110. In
the Atb model with D = 12t in d = 3 at the AMIT for
J = 4t a low TK divergence corresponding to the anoma-
lous power of the magnetic susceptibility of α ≈ 0.75 was
found110. This value is very close to the one obtained
by numerical exact diagonalisation at the AMIT of the
three dimensional Atb in Ref.111. The remaining dis-
crepancy with the analytical value can be attributed to
the two main approximations employed in the analytical
derivation: 1. parabolicity of the multifractal spectrum
f(α), and 2. taking into account only pair correlations
between electronic intensities at different energies. The
multifractality parameter α0 was found numerically to
change in presence of MMs for the d = 3 Atb model to
α0 = 4.53± .0768. Inserting this value into Eq. (8) yields
for the anomalous power of the magnetic susceptibility
α = .49 ± .02, improving the agreement with the mea-
sured values, given in the inset of Fig. 1, further.

Going beyond the 1-loop equation for the Kondo tem-
perature, Eq. (2), it was found in Ref.112 that the distri-
bution obtained by a full Wilson renormalization group
(RG) calculation91,92 for a disordered system yields a
qualitatively similar distribution function. Recently, it
was pointed out that a more realistic model of the Kondo
impurity which takes into account anisotropies may yield
a modified distribution of Kondo temperature113. It re-
mains to be explored whether this will affect the low TK
tail at the AMIT and thereby the anomalous power of
the magnetic susceptibility α.

IV. COUPLING BETWEEN MAGNETIC
MOMENTS, SPIN LIQUIDS

Even though there is thus convincing evidence that
the distribution of Kondo temperature is dominating
anomalous magnetic properties close to the MIT in doped
semiconductors, for uncompensated Si:P in a tempera-
ture range of 10mK < T < 1K with an average Kondo
temperature of about ⟨TK⟩ ≈ 0.8K94, there is also evi-
dence that there remains a finite density of free MMs on
the insulating side of the transition in the low tempera-
ture limit, since the Kondo screening becomes quenched
by Anderson localisation, where the renormalisation of
the Kondo coupling becomes cutoff by the local level
spacing ∆ξ = 1/(ρξ3)114. Therefore, at temperatures
T < ∆ξ, see Fig. 5, a finite density of free MMs re-
mains which in the zero temperature limit is found to be

given by nFM(T = 0K) = nMξ
− 1

2η (dj)
2
103. In a system

of finite linear size L it is found that at the AMIT the
concentration remains finite, given by nFM(T = 0K) =

nML
− 1

2η (dj)
2

, vanishing only in the thermodynamic limit.

The numerical finite size calculations in Ref.110 found
even a much larger concentration of free MMs at the
AMIT. In Ref.19 it was found that even on the metallic
side of the MIT there can remain free MMs due to rare
sites which due to the random placement of dopant sites
remain strongly isolated.

A. Random Singlet State

Since these MMs are still weakly coupled to the elec-
tron system, which mediate the exchange coupling, the
MMs are coupled with each other. In the dilute limit it
is the super-exchange coupling as derived from the over-
lap of hydrogen like impurity states between neighboured
dopants, which is known to be antiferromagnetic. The
randomly positioned MMs have therefore been modeled
by a Heisenberg spin model with random antiferromag-
netic short range, exponentially decaying super-exchange
interaction14–18. In agreement with experiments, numer-
ical simulations and the implementation of a cluster ren-
romalisation group by Bhatt and Lee for this model have
found no evidence of a spin glass transition, at which
the magnetic susceptibility would peak and then decay
to lower temperatures15,16. Rather, the magnetic suscep-
tibility of that model diverges at low temperature with a
power law χ(T ) ∼ T−α, with α ≤ 115,16. In one dimen-
sion, the random antiferromagntic short range Heisen-
berg model is known to flow at low temperature to the
infinite randomness fixed point, where the ground state
is formed of randomly placed spin singlets, the so called
random singlet phase. This can be derived by the strong
disorder RG (SDRG) method. The temperature depen-
dence of its magnetic susceptibility is found to diverge
almost Curie like15,16, and can be derived analytically in
1D, yielding only logarithmic corrections to the Curie law
as χ(T ) ∼ T−1/ ln2(Ω0/T )

115.

B. Large Spin Fixed Point

When the localisation length ξ exceeds the Fermi wave
length λF , however, the interaction between spins is
longer ranged and oscillates in sign with distance, similar
to the RKKY interaction in the metallic regime116, but
decaying exponentially beyond the localisation length ξ.
A short-range Heisenberg model with random sign cou-
pling was studied using a modified version of the SDRG
method in Refs.117,118: If the strongest bond is AF it
forms a singlet and adjacent spins are coupled by renor-
malized interactions. If the strongest bond is FM the
Hamiltonian is rather projected onto triplet states with
reduced couplings. For chains it was thereby shown
that for any finite number of FM couplings the chain
is driven to a new fixed point with clusters forming
large effective spins, contributiong a Curie law magnetic
susceptibility118,119. In higher dimensions it is known
that even if the initial distribution is purely antiferro-
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magnetic, ferromagnetic couplings can be generated upon
renormalization16,120.
Thus, the low temperature magnetic properties of

doped semiconductors is expected to be dominated by
random singlets in the dilute limit, while at larger dop-
ing on the insulating side of the transition, clusters of
larger effective spins may form. In both cases, only small
corrections to the Curie law are expected in the low tem-
perature limit, where the MMs form a spin liquid, and
no spin glass formation is expected, as indicated in the
phase diagram Fig. 5.

On the metallic side of the MIT the Kondo screen-
ing of the MMs competes with long range indirect ex-
change interactions. For a pure metal these are known
as RKKY interactions116. Close to the AMIT their am-
plitude is however widely distributed with a lognormal
distribution121, as can be understood as follows. Writing
the indirect exchange coupling between MMs in terms of
local wave functions ψn(ri) one gets

JRKKY(rkl) =
S(S + 1)JikJjlV

2
0

4πS2
×

ℑ
∫ EF

−∞
dω
∑
n,l

ψ∗
n(ri)ψn(rj)

ω − En + iϵ

ψl(ri)ψ
∗
l (rj)

ω − El + iϵ
, (9)

where V0 = L3/N . We see, that it depends not only on
intensities |ψn(ri)|2, but also on the phase of the Eigen-
functions. This complicates its evaluation, especially at
the MIT. In a clean metal the RKKY-expression is recov-
ered when inserting plane-wave states ψn(ri) ∼ exp(ikri)
into Eq. (9). This gives for kFrij ≫ 1, J0

RKKY(rkl) ∼
JikJjl cos(2kFrkl)r

−3
kl . Disorder shifts the phases of wave

functions randomly. This results in exponential suppres-
sion of the couplings, giving ⟨JRKKY⟩ ∼ exp(−rkl/le)
when averaged over an ensemble of disordered systems,
where le is the elastic mean free path122. The typical
value

√
⟨(JRKKY)2⟩ is however found to remain close to

J0
RKKY for weak disorder. At strong disorder and at the

AMIT the electron intensities |ψn(ri)|2 have a lognormal
distribution, as reviewed above. Thus, since Eq. (9) is
proportinal to the intensities at two positions, one arrives
at a lognormal distribution of JRKKY(rkl)

121. This was
confirmed numerically for a 2D disordered system and
for graphene in Ref.123.

C. Strong Disorder Fixed Point

Random quantum spin systems with long range ex-
change interactions have recently been studied by ex-
tending the strong disorder RG method to long range
coupled transverse Ising chains124 and to the random
long range coupled antiferromagnetic XX-quantum spin
chain125–129. Comparison with numerical exact diago-
nalization and tensor network extensions of the Density
Matrix RG method127,129 confirmed that for power law
interactions decaying with distance R between the spins
as R−β these models flow to a strong disorder fixed point,

a random singlet state. The fixed point distribution of
the exchange couplings has a finite width W = 2β and
the power law divergence of the magnetic susceptibility is
found to depend on β as χ(T ) ∼ T 1/β−1 for β > 1126,127.
At β = 1 there is a delocalization transition and χ(T ) is
expected to diverge logarithmically, only.

D. SYK-model

The random sign coupling was taken into account in an
SU(M)-model with infinite range interaction whose am-
plitude is normally distributed130,131, which is related to
the SYK-model132–135. Due to its infinite range interac-
tion, nonperturbative results can been obtained. Perfom-
ing the disorder average by means of the replica trick136

or the supersymmety method137 it can be mapped on
a zero-dimensional nonlinear sigma model. For large
M >> 1 its ground state was shown to be a spin liq-
uid and the magnetic susceptibility was found to have
a logarithmic divergency χ(T ) ∼ | lnT |130,131, similar to
what had been conjectured for the magnetic susceptibil-
ity in marginal Fermi liquids138. For spin S = 1/2, corre-
sponding to M = 2, the ground state was recently found
to show spin glass type correlations139, similar to the
corresponding random classical Ising model with infinite
range interaction140,141, but excited states were found in
Ref.139 to show spin liquid behavior.

E. More Realistic Models of Randomly Coupled
Quantum Spins

To get a better understanding of the magnetic prop-
erties of doped semiconductors at their MIT, power law
long range coupled Heisenberg spin S = 1/2-models with
random sign and wide, lognormal distribution of their ex-
change couplings still need to be studied in d = 3. Such
studies have been mentioned in Ref.16 where no spin glass
ordering has been found for power law couplings with
power β ≥ 3.

Recently, it became possible to explore disordered spin
ensembles at a diamond surface by probing it with single
nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centers in diamond142,143. Re-
cent advances in experimental setups in cold atom sys-
tems allow the study of long range coupled spin sys-
tems with interactions that fall-off as 1/r3, which has
been demonstrated by coupling Rydberg states with op-
posite parity144–146. Trapped ions with power-law inter-
actions, decaying as 1/rα, with tunable 0 < α < 1.5 have
also been realized147–149, recently. As these setups al-
low the controlled experimental study of real systems of
randomly coupled quantum spins, they may allow ana-
logue simulations of models and promise to contribute
to a better understanding of the magnetic properties of
doped semiconductors.
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V. COMPETITION BETWEEN KONDO
EFFECT, INDIRECT EXCHANGE
INTERACTION AND DISORDER

A. Doniach Diagram

The indirect exchange interaction of MMs competes
with the Kondo effect as the local exchange coupling
J and the concentration of MMs nM = R−d is var-
ied, where R is the average distance between neigh-
boured MMs, This gives rise to a rich quantum phase
diagram, the Doniach diagram150,151, where a Kondo
screened phase is separated from a phase which is dom-
inated by the indirect exchange interactions. There, be-
low a critical density nc, the Kondo effect is prevailing
the RKKY interaction. For an electron system without
nonmagnetic disorder that critical density is found from
the condition |J0

RKKY(Rc)| = TK . For example, in a

3D sample with |J0
RKKY|kFR≫1 = J2ρ(εF )

cos(2kFR)
32k3FR

3 and

TK = cεF exp(−1/(ρJ)), where kF is the Fermi momen-
tum and c ≈ 1.14, one finds the critical electron density
nc = 32c εFρJ2 exp(− 1

ρJ ), increasing with J in the relevant

coupling range Jρ < 1. In a disordered system the Kondo
temperature TKi is different at each site ri and competes
with the RKKY coupling JRKKY(Rij) with other MMs
which are located at sites rj at distance Rij . Their ra-
tio JRKKY(Rij)/TKi, varies across the disordered sam-
ple. This problem has been studied with a disor-
dered Kondo lattice model152–154 and with the Anderson-
Hubbard model with numerical methods, including dy-
namical mean field theory based approaches155–162, and
Hatree-Fock based approaches86,163,164, quantum Monte
Carlo165–167, and the typical medium dynamics cluster
approximation168,169. In Refs.168,169 the quasiparticle
self energy of the Anderson-Hubbard model was derived
as function of excitation energy ω, ImΣ(ω) ∼ ωαΣ . It
was found to behave as a non-Fermi liquid with power
αΣ(W ) < 2, which was found to become smaller with
stronger disorder amplitude W . The non-FL is found
to extend down to the lowest energy at the MIT, while
there is a crossover away from the MIT, as limited by a
cutoff which coincides with the local level spacing in the
insulator phase, ∆ξ = 1/(ρξd), and ∆ξc = 1/(ρξdc ), in the
metal phase, respecively. This is in agreement with the
phase diagram derived from the magnetic properties and
reviewed above, as shown in Fig. 5. Ref.168 also reported
the distribution of Kondo temperatures, as defined by
the width of the spectral function peak, and found that
it widens at the MIT into a power law tail, qualitatively
very similar to our analytical result, shown in Fig. 4.
Since the typical medium dynamics cluster approxima-
tion does not model indirect exchange interactions, the
Doniach diagram was not studied in Ref.168.

In order to get a better understanding of the Doniach
diagram in disordered systems the distribution of the ra-
tio between JRKKY(rij) and TKi has been calculated in
Ref.123, as shwon in Fig. 6 a) for a 2D Atb model for

four distances R between two arbitrary MMs. The black
dashed arrows highlight a sharp cutoff found for these
distributions. In Fig. 6 b) we show the critical MM
density nc(J) (as determined by the distance Rc, which
is defined by the condition |JRKKY (R)/TK | < 1 for all
nM = 1/Rd < nc = 1/Rdc ) as function of exchange cou-
pling J in units of band width D0, for three disorder
strengths W . At strong disorder, the RKKY coupling
is exponentially cutoff by the localisation length, yield-
ing at small densities a local moment phase (LM). While
such a study remains to be done in 3D disordered sys-
tems at the AMIT, we can deduce from the study in 2D,
Fig. 6, that the coupling between MMs becomes more
likely to dominate the Kondo screening as the MIT is
approached, since the density of MMs and the disorder
strength increases as the doping density is reduced to-
wards the MIT.

FIG. 6. (a) Distribution of the ratio between |JRKKY (R)|
and TK for various distances R between two arbitrary MMs
for a 2D Tbm. Black dashed arrows highlight the sharp cutoff
for each distribution. (b) Magnetic quantum phase diagram:
critical MM density nc (as determined by the distance Rc such
|JRKKY (R)/TK | < 1 for all sites when nM = 1/Rd < nc =
1/Rdc) as function of J/D0 (D0 is the band width) for various
disorder strengths W. Horizontal dashed line separates the
local moment phase (LM). Linear system size is L = 100a,
the number of disorder configurations is 30000.. Fig. taken
from Ref.123, Copyright 2014, American Physical Society.
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B. Selfconsistent Renormalisation Group Theory of
Disordered Kondo Lattices

Including the RKKY coupling between MMs selfcon-
sistently in the renormalization group equations for a
Kondo lattice170, it was recently shown that the Kondo
temperature decreases when one increases the RKKY
coupling. This happens before the Kondo screening is
quenched completely at couplings above a critical RKKY
coupling. Thus, when considering a disordered system,
it is actually not sufficient to calculate JRKKY(rij) and
TKi independently, but the effect of JRKKY(rij) on TKi
needs to be taken into account. Let us therefore re-
view this theory briefly. The effective Kondo coupling
gi = ρi(µ)Ji of the Kondo impurity at site ri with the
density of states at the chemical potential per spin ρ(µ)
is governed by RG-equations as modified by the presence
of RKKY couplings170

dgi
d lnD

= −2g2i

(
1− yig

2
0

D0

TK

1√
1 + (D/TK)2

)
.(10)

D is the energy scale which cuts off the RG-flow. While
the first term on the right side is known as the 1-loop
β−function of the Kondo effect, the second term takes
account of the RKKY coupling. Here, g0 = ρ(µ)J0 with
bare Kondo interaction J0 and bare bandwidth D0. The
effective dimensionless RKKY coupling strength at site
ri is defined by170

yi = − 8W
π2ρ(µ)2

Im
∑
j ̸=i

eikF rijGRc (rij , µ)Π(rij , µ).(11)

Here, W is the Wilson ratio, which is known from the
Bethe Ansatz solution of the Kondo problem92. GRc (rij)
is defined to be the conduction band single particle prop-
agator from site ri to rj . The summation runs over all
other MMs at positions rj . The RKKY correlation func-
tion of conduction electrons between sites ri and rj is
denoted here as Π(rij , µ). While the RKKY correlation
function oscillates between positive and negative values,
yi is positive

170. We note that the effective Kondo inter-
action gi is still a function ofD/TK , even though the RG-
equation includes the RKKY-coupling, when TK is un-
derstood to be the renormalized Kondo temperature. TK
has to be found self-consistently from that RG-equation
(10).

Considering first two MMs in a clean system, with bare
couplings g0 and yi = y, the solution of the RG-equations
gives170

1

g
− 1

g0
= 2 ln

( D
D0

)
−yg20

D0

TK
ln
(√1 + (D/TK)2 − 1√

1 + (D/TK)2 + 1

)
. (12)

When D → TK , one findst that the effective Kondo in-
teraction g diverges, g → ∞. This condition gives a self-
consistent equation for the effective Kondo temperature
as a function of the RKKY-coupling,

TK(y)

TK(0)
= exp

(
− ykg20

D0

TK(y)

)
. (13)

Here, TK(0) = D0 exp(−1/(2g0)) is the bare Kondo tem-

perature without RKKY-coupling and k = ln(
√
2 + 1).

The critical coupling at which the RKKY interaction pre-
vents the Kondo screening completely, is given by170

yc = T 0
K/(k eg

2
0D0). (14)

Recently, this theoretical framework was applied to
two MMs with different local density of states at dif-
ferent sites, giving different bare Kondo temperatures,
T 0
Ki = D0 exp(−1/(2g0i ))

171. The resulting coupled RG-
equations were then solved numerically. Thereby, it was
found that both Kondo temperatures are reduced in the
presence of the RKKY-coupling. However, the initially
smaller Kondo temperature was found to be suppressed
more than the initially larger one. Thereby, their ra-
tio x = TK2/TK1 decreases due to the RKKY-coupling.
The smaller the ratio x0 is, initially, the stronger the in-
equality x becomes. Thus, inhomogeneity is found to be
a relevant perturbation. Any inequality betwen Kondo
temperatures becomes enhanced by the RKKY coupling.
Moreover, the Kondo screening is destroyed already by
smaller RKKY coupling, the stronger the inhomogeneity
and the smaller the initial ratio of bare Kondo tempera-
tures x0 is. Thus, one can conclude that an inhomogene-
ity makes the Kondo screening of the magnetic impurities
more easily quenchable by RKKY coupling.
For a finite density of randomly distributed MMs,

nM , which are coupled by random local exchange cou-
plings J0

i to the conduction electrons with local density
of states ρ(E, ri) one can extend this approach. Ev-
ery MM has then, in general, different Kondo temper-
atures, as they are placed at different positions, yield-
ing a distribution of Kondo temperatures6,19,20,103,110,111.
As reviewed above, the RKKY coupling can also have a
wide distribution19,121,123. The derivation of the quan-
tum phase diagram of a disordered electron system with
finite density of MMs nM remains therefore an open prob-
lem. With the indirect exchange couplings Eq. (11)
we can formulate for the coupled, randomly distributed
MMs the set of self-consistent RG-equations. Since the
local density of states ρ(ri, E) does depend on energy
E at each RG scale D the renormalisation of local ex-
change couplings J(r) depends on the local density of
states ρ(ri, µ±D). Since that can differ strongly from the
density of state at chemical potential µ, ρ0i = ρ(ri, µ), it
is important to keep this energy dependence. We get for
gi = J(ri)ρ0i the RG-equations as
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dgi
d lnD

= −g2i
∑
α=±

ρ(µ+ αD, ri)

ρ0i
− 4J0

i

πρ0i

∑
j ̸=i

J0
j Im[eikF rijχc(rij , µ+ αD)GRc (rij , µ+ αD)χf (rj , µ+ αD)]

 .(15)

While the first term on the right hand side is the well
known 1-loop RG for the Kondo problem with energy
dependent density of states,90,172,173, the second term
describes the inhomogenous coupling. Here, χf (rj , E) is
the f-spin susceptibility of the MM at site rj . G

R
c (rij , E)

is the retarded conduction electron propagator at site ri
to rj . Here, we defined rij = ri − rj . χc(rij , E) de-
notes the conduction electron correlation function be-
tween sites ri and rj . Solving Eq. (15) we can thus
derive the position dependent Kondo temperatures for a
given configuration of indirect exchange interactions.

When the densities of MMs nM is not too large,
χf (rj , E) can be approximated by the Bethe-Ansatz
solution for a single Kondo impurity92. In Ref.170

this approximation has been used. Then, only its
real part contributes, as given by Reχf (rj , µ + D) =

W/(πTKj
√
1 +D2/T 2

Kj). Here, W is the Wilson ratio.

TKj is the Kondo temperature of the MM at site rj . Since
it is well known that the energy dependence of the den-
sity of states changes the Kondo renormalisation173 and
thereby yields a different Kondo temperature function in
disordered systems99,103,112, it is important to keep the
energy dependence of all functions and not to replace it
with their value at the chemical potential.

When knowing the distribution of the local couplings
g0(r) which originates from the random positions of the
MMs with random distribution of the local density of
states, and the long range function y(r−r′), we can thus
derive the distribution function of Kondo temperatures
TK from Eq. (15). We note that the random distribution
of RKKY-couplings is mainly due to the distribution of
local couplings g0(r)

123. Therefore the distribution of
TK comes mainly from local couplings g0(r), while the
function y(r−r′) is only weakly affected by the disorder.
As reviewed above, without the RKKY-coupling TK

has close to the AMIT a bimodal distribution with one
peak close to the Kondo temperature of the clean system
and the other peak at low TK

99,103,110,111. For stronger
disorder more weight is shifted to the low TK peak. At
the Anderson MIT it converges to a universal power law
tail, as reveiwed above, where the power exponent α
has a universal value, which depends only on the mul-
tifractality parameter α0, see Eq. (8)103,110. Since the
RKKY-interaction is found to enhance inequalities be-
tween Kondo temperatures, it is expected that these in-
teractions shift more weight to the low Kondo temper-
ature peak. This can be checked quantitatively by the
solution of Eq. (15).

The interplay of the Kondo effect, indirect exchange
interaction and Anderson localization has recently been
studied in a 2D experimental setup in a controlled
way174, which may open new research directions towards

a better understanding of this problem.

VI. EFFECT OF MAGNETIC MOMENTS ON
THE MIT

Having established the presence of MMs in doped semi-
conductors across the MIT and deep into the metallic
regime, the question arises, how MMs affect the MIT
itself. It is well known that Anderson localization is
weakened by MMs since their coupling to the spins of
itinerant electrons breaks their time-reversal symmetry
(TRS) and spin reversal symmetry (SRS)10,11,175, chang-
ing the universality class of the AMIT from orthogo-
nal to unitary176,177. The AMIT in 3D disordered sys-
tems could accordingly be affected by MMs, decreasing
the critical electron density nc, increasing the critical
disorder Wc, and changing the symmetry class of the
transition176,177.

A. Scaling Theory of Anderson Localization in an
Orbital Magnetic Field

In an external magnetic field in 3D disordered systems
this crossover is known to be governed by the parameter
XB = ξ2/l2B , with lB the magnetic length175,176,yielding
the scaling Ansatz for the zero-temperature conductiv-
ity in a magnetic field, σ(B) = e2f(XB)/(hξ), which
thereby becomes a function of the disorder amplitude
W < Wc

176,177

σ(W,B) = (Wc −W )ν f̃(l−2
B (Wc −W )−φ) (16)

with the scaling function f̃ . This scaling Ansatz implies
that the critical disorder Wc(B) (and respectively the
critical density nc(B)) depend on magnetic field B176.
On the other hand, when coming from the metallic side
of the transition W < Wc(B), Wegner scaling implies
that the zero-temperature conductivity scales in d = 3 as
σ ∼ (Wc(B) −W )νB , where νB is the critical exponent
in a magnetic field. Comparison with Eq. (16) thus gives

Wc(B) = Wc + Al
2/φ
B , 2/φ = 1/ν, when νB ≈ ν. This

scaling of Wc(B) with φ = 2ν has been confirmed with a
numerical transfer matrix method in Ref.178.

B. Two-scale Localization

We note that this scaling with magnetic field B, out-
lined above, is not the only possibility. A.V. Kolesnikov
and K. B. Efetov found in Refs.179,180 evidence for 2-scale
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localization, where they calculated with the supersymme-
try method the impurity averaged spatial density-density
correlation function in a disordered wire in a magnetic
field, and found two terms decaying exponentially with
two different localization lengths, the orthogonal ξO (as
obtained in disordered wires with TRS) and the unitary
one ξU (as obtained when the TRS is broken). Thus,
they concluded that it is not the localisation length which
crosses over with the magnetic field between the orthogo-
nal and unitary limit, but rather the weight of their con-
tribution changes with the magnetic field. Whether this
effect is due to two-scale properties of individual wave
functions, or rather due to a bimodal distribution func-
tion of the localisation length, remains unclear. Numeri-
cal calculations which addressed the same problem, albeit
considering different properties, did not find indications
of 2-scale localization in disordered quantum wires181–183.
Other analytical approaches to this problem were either
heuristic184, made assumptions about the scaling with
magnetic field185 or extracted the magnetic field depen-
dence of the localisation length from a different corre-
lation function, the autocorrelation function of spectral
determinants186, which finds a smooth magnetic field de-
pendence of the localisation length in good agreement
with experiments187. Since the supersymmetric calcu-
lations given in Refs.179,180 for the density correlation
functions remain undisputed, and the physical argument
in favor of 2-scale localization is plausible, this problem
is even more relevant in higher dimensions: In 2D the
difference between orthogondal and unitary localisation
length is exponentially large45,47,48,54,114,188,189 and in 3D
the critical disorder differs between the orthogonal and
unitary limit. Thus, it is certainly a relevant question to
ask, whether the obove scaling assumption remains valid
in the crossover regime, or whether there is a coexistence
of orthogonal and unitary physics. Then, strongly lo-
calised states, which do not see sufficient magnetic field
and are thus governed by the orthogonal class, could co-
exist with more extended states, which see sufficient mag-
netic field to be in the unitary class, resulting in further
increase of their localisation length or even their delocal-
isation. While this review reports in the following results
which are based on the scaling of the conductivity with
magnetic field, assuming that the localisation length is
self averaging with a normal distribution, the question
of two scale localisation raised by K. B. Efetov in quasi-
1D-wires179,180 still needs to be addressed in higher di-
mensions, and it is in particular a worthwhile problem to
study its consequences for the metal-insulator transition
in 3D.

C. Scaling Theory of Anderson Localization with
Magnetic Moments

Noting that magnetic scattering breaks both TRS and
spin symmetry, changing thereby the symmetry class of
the transition176,177, that crossover is governed by the

spin scattering rate from MMs τ−1
s through the parame-

ter Xs = ξ2/L2
s, where Ls =

√
Deτs is the spin relaxation

length175, De = v2F τ/3 the electron diffusion coefficient.
When Xs ≥ 1 the electron spin relaxes before it covers
the area limited by correlation length ξ. Thus, the mag-
netic length lB becomes in the presence of MMs replaced
by the spin relaxation length Ls, yielding forW < Wc the
zero-temperature scaling function of the conductivity,

σ(W,Ls) = (Wc −W )ν f̃(L−2
s (Wc −W )−φs). (17)

However, it was found that φs is an anomalous scaling
exponent with φs ≈ 2ν + 3, as derived in second-order
d = 2+ε-expansion within the N-orbital nonlinear sigma
model with spin scattering177. Noting that Wegner scal-
ing of the zero-temperature conductivity in d = 3 gives
for W < Wc(Ls), σ ∼ (Wc(Ls) − W )νs , where νs is
the critical exponent with magnetic scattering, we ob-
tain by comparison with Eq. (17) that the critical disor-

der is shifted to Wc(Ls) =Wc(0) +Wc(0)AL
−2/φs
s when

νs ≈ ν and with φs ≈ 2ν + 3. A is a positive constant
and Wc(0) is the critical disorder strength without MMs.
This relation was confirmed with a numerical analysis in
Ref.68, where the coupling of conduction electron spins

σ⃗i to classical spin vectors S⃗i with random orientation
was modeled. There, the critical exponent was found to
be reduced to νs = 1.34 ± 0.01 for J/t = 0.45. Also,
the multifractality parameter α0 was found to change in
presence of MMs in d = 3 to α0 = 4.53 ± .07. Inserting
this value into Eq. (8) yields for the anomalous power
of the magnetic susceptibility the value α = .49± .02, in
better agreement with the measured values, given in the
inset of Fig. 1.
However, the spin scattering rate τ−1

s (T ) from Kondo
impurities depends itself on temperature T . At high
temperature the MMs with spin S have the magnetic
relaxation rate given by 1/τs(T ≫ TK) = 2πnMS(S +
1)j2ρ(ϵF ), where j = J/D. When magnetic impurities
are dilute, the Kondo effect screens the impurity spin
for temperatures T < TK . This results in a vanishing
spin relaxation rate at zero temperature. At finite tem-
perature the Kondo correlations enhance the spin relax-
ation rate, which becomes maximal at TK . In weak-
localization experiments a plateau in the temperature
dependence of the dephasing time has been explained in
terms of this peaked temperature dependent spin scatter-
ing from Kondo impurities190,191, as numerically studied
in Refs.98,192,193. The following approximate expression
is in good agreement with these results in all temperature
regimes97

1

τ
(0)
s

(T ) =
π nm S(S + 1)

ρ

{
ln2
(
T

TK

)

+π2S(S + 1)

[(
TK
T

)2

+
1

β
− 1

]}−1

.(18)

Here, β = 0.2193. Thus, the temperature dependence of
1/τs(T ) scales in the dilute limit with the Kondo tem-
perature TK . Note that, according to Eq. (18), the spin
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FIG. 7. Fraction of free MMs PFM at T = 0K in a 3D dis-
ordered metal as function of exchange coupling J (in units of
band width D0) and disorder strength W (in units of orthog-
onal critical value WO

c ). Critical correlations result in finite
PFM even for J > JAc , Eq. (22) (dashed line). For J < J∗

( as given by Eq. (21)) there is a critical region for disorder
amplitudes WO

c < W < W I
c (J), which is given by Eq. (20).

Insets: schematic T−dependence of magnetic suseptibility χ
times T . Fig. taken from Ref.195, Copyright 2009, American
Physical Society.

relaxation rate vanishes as T 2/T 2
K in the low-temperature

limit. Since this has the same temperature dependence as
the inelastic scattering rate in a Fermi liquid this confirms
the renormalized Fermi liquid theory of dilute Kondo sys-
tems, as formulated by Nozières194.
At finite temperature T and in the presence of MMs

the scaling Ansatz for the conductivity becomes therefore

σ(n, T ) = ∆n(d−2)νF [T∆n−zν , τ−1
s (T )∆n−φs ]. (19)

Since MMs are Kondo screened in the metallic phase,
while the Kondo screening can become quenched in the
localised phase by the localisation length ξc, the spin scat-
tering rate can be different in the metallic phase than
in the insulator where free MMs remain. Therefore, in
Refs.103,195 it was pointed out that there can emerge a
new critical phase. The resulting quantum phase diagram
was derived analytically, as shown in Fig. 7, where the
concentration of free MMs at zero temperature is plotted.
Furthermore, the temperature dependence of the spin re-
laxation rate results in finite temperature delocalization
transitions103,195. In Ref.103 in the limit of dilute MMs
the shift of the critical disorder as function of exchange
coupling j = J/D was found to be given by

W I
c (j) =WO

c +WO
c

(
a2c
Deτ0s

)κ(j)
, (20)

where 1/κ(j) = φs−2ν d
2

2η (j+η/d)
2. Here, the deviation

of scaling from φs arises from the fact that the density of
free MMs depends on localisation length ξ ∼ (W−Wc)

−ν ,
itself. This result is valid for dilute magnetic impurities,
dominated by the Kondo effect and for small deviations
from the orthogonal class valueWO

c . For larger exchange

couplings j > j∗, where

j∗ = (2
√
η − η)/d, (21)

(which is in d = 3, j∗ ≈ 0.276), the Kondo screening is no
longer quenched, and the critical disorderW I

c approaches
the one of the orthogonal symmetry class WO

c .
For a clean metallic system of finite size with finite

number of states N , the Kondo renormalization is cutoff
by the mean level spacing ∆ = D0/N . The critical ex-
change coupling Jc below which the Kondo screening is
quenched and the MMs remain free, vanishes then log-
arithmically with the number of states in the band, N,
as Jc ∼ D0/ lnN . In an Anderson insulator the eigen-
states at the Fermi energy are localized with a localiza-
tion length ξ. Thus, there are finite local gaps of order
∆ξc = (ρ ξd)−1 at the Fermi energy which cut off the
Kondo renormalization and there are free MMs when-
ever J < JA

c , where

JA
c = D0/ lnNξc , (22)

with Nξc = D0/∆ξc the number of localized states with a
finite wave function amplitude at the site of the MM112.
However, Eq. (22) does not take into account multi-
fractality and critical correlations between wave func-
tions at different energies at the AMIT101. In fact, the
amplitude of multifractal states can be suppressed at
some random positions below their typical value, scal-
ing as L−αψ with αψ > d (i.e., decaying faster with sys-
tem size L than extended states). Correlations between
wave functions at different energies then open wide local
pseudogaps103,112. The wave function intensities within
a localization volume is close to log-normal distribution
with αψ → αψ,ξ = − ln |ψ|2/ ln ξ103. For the evaluation
of Jc the system length L needs then to be substituted
by the localization length ξ(W ) ∼ (W −Wc)

−ν . Thus,
for fixed J , the density of free MMs are found to depend
on the localisation length ξ as103

PFM = nFM/nM = Erfc

(√
ln ξ

2η/d

J

D

)
. (23)

Close to the transition, where ξ is large, the density
of free MMs Eq. (23) relative to nM simplifies to
PFM ∼ (W − Wc)

κ(J) with positive exponent κ(J) =
(ν/2η)(J/D)2. PFM is plotted in Fig. 7 as function of
disorder strength W and exchange coupling J . It is van-
ishing both in the metal and critical regions due to Kondo
screening. In the insulator region it remains finite due to
the quenching of the Kondo effect by localization and
local pseudogaps. The critical region appears because
for j < j∗ the position of the critical point Wc depends
on the direction from which the AMIT is approached.
Thus there exists a critical phase for intermediate disor-
der strengths WO

c < W < W I
c (j) . The width of that

critical phase is W I
c (J)−WO

c ∼ n
κ(j)
M , increasing with a

power of the density of MMs, nM
103.
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Magnetic field. One way to probe that quantum
phase diagram is, to apply a magnetic field which polar-
izes the free MMs reducing thereby the spin relaxation
rate192,196,197. Also, the Kondo singlet is partially broken
up by the Zeeman field. Thus, MMs contribute a spin re-
laxation rate which increases with the Zeeman field. An
orbital magnetic field breaks time reversal symmetry and
therefore results also in a shift of the AMIT, approaching
the unitary limit. We found in Ref.103 that the Zeeman
field shifts the critical disorder to

Wc(B) =W I
c (j) +WO

c cM

(
γsB|Sz|
Ec

)jκ(j)
, (24)

where cM = (djnM/((2− j)πρDe))
κ(j)

. Thus, one finds
that the transition between the critical phase and the
insulator is shifted in a magnetic field according to Eq.
(24). The orbital magnetic field is known176 to shift Wc

to

Wc(B) =WO
c +WO

c (πeB/h)1/(2ν). (25)

This determines the transition line between metal and
critical phase, since the Zeeman field contributes a
slower dependence on B, coming from the metal side
of the transition. For the transition between criti-
cal phase and insulator, we find that for j < jZ =

η/d
(
2
√
d+ 1 + d2/η/d− 1− 2/d

)
, the shift of Wc is

dominated by the Zeeman field. For, d = 3, η/d = 2/3
one finds, jZ = 0.185. Thus the Zeeman field is dom-
inating the shift of the transition for realistic values of
exchange couplings j.

VII. FINITE TEMPERATURE
DELOCALIZATION TRANSITIONS

Since the spin relaxation rate depends on temperature,
Eq. (18), the breaking of the spin- and time-reversal-
symmetry is found to depend on temperature, as well.
Since we have seen above that the position of the AMIT
is determined by the spin relaxation rate, it shifts as func-
tion of temperature T . Therefore, the metal-insulator
transition can occur at a finite temperature Tc(W,J). In
order to investigate the existence of such a transition,
we apply the Larkin-Khmel’nitskii condition as outlined
above176,178 with the temperature dependent symmetry
parameter Xs(T ) = ξ2/Deτs(T )

103.
Approaching the AMIT from the Insulator side. Com-

ing from the insulating side of the transition, where the
localization length ξ is still finite and smaller than the
thermal length LT , the ratio Xs(T ) is finite. 1/τs(T )
saturates at low temperatures to the spin relaxation rate
from free MMs. Thus, at low temperatures the transi-
tion occurs at W I

c (J), as given by Eq. (20). Since the
Kondo temperature is distributed, the spin relaxation
rate at finite temperature is given by a weighted inte-
gral over its distribution function P (TK) as 1/τs(T ) =

FIG. 8. (Color online) Finite-temperature phase diagram of
Kondo-Anderson transitions. Plots of the critical tempera-
tures TMc (W,J), Eq. (27) (upper solid line), and T Ic (W,J),
Eq. (26) (lower solid line), respectively, with disorder ampli-
tude W in units of hopping parameter t and temperature in
units of Ec, using j = 0.2, α0 = 4, d = 3, η/d = 2/3, ν = 1.57

and a2c/(Deτ
(0)
s ) = 0.1. Fig. taken from Ref.103, Copyright

2012, American Physical Society.

FIG. 9. Schematic phase diagram, with the crossover from
Fermi liquid (FL) to non-FL behavior and a critical phase.
The dashed lines are sketches of the critical concentration
Nc(T ) which depends on temperature due to the tempera-
ture dependent spin scattering rate. It has a maximum at the
average Kondo temperature ⟨TK⟩, which is indicated by the
dotted line. The critical phase forms since the spin scatter-
ing is different when coming from the metal, where MMs are
Kondo screened and from the insulator side of the transition,
where there are free MMs.

∫∞
0
dTKP (TK)1/τs(T/TK). The spin relaxation rate of

a magnetic impurity with a given Kondo temperature
TK , 1/τs(T/TK), is given by Eq. (18). Thus, it increases
first like T 2/T 2

K when T < TK , reaching a maximum at
TK before it decays logarithmically towards its saturation
value 1/τ0s . For low temperatures T ≪ T 0

K , one can ap-
proximate 1/τs(T ) by a sum of the spin relaxation rate
from free MMs at sites whose density of states is sup-
pressed as ρ(r) ∼ ξd−αFM , and the spin relaxation from
spins whose Kondo temperature exceeds T . From the
scaling with Xs(T ) we can derive, as outlined above, the
critical temperatureW I

c (J, T ), which thereby depends on
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temperature T . As a consequence, we find a finite transi-
tion temperature between the insulator and an extended
phase as

T Ic = EccI

(
W −W I

c

WO
c

) 1
j

, (26)

where W I
c is given by Eq. (20), and cI =

(κj/j)
−1/j(Deτ

0
s )
κj/j , where 1/κj = ν(2 − d2/2/η(j +

η/d)2). Eq. (26) is plotted in Fig. 8 (lower solid line).
Approaching the AMIT from the Metallic side. Com-

ing from the metallic side, the density of free MMs decays
at low temperatures T < ∆ξ to zero. There, the spin re-
laxation rate is dominated by partially screened MMs
with T < TK . Thus, the transition is shifted to a dif-
ferent value, WM

c (T ). Accordingly we find the transition
temperature to the metal as

TMc (W ) =
√
S(S + 1)π2Deτ0s

∣∣∣∣W −WO
c

WO
c

∣∣∣∣ν T 0
K , (27)

as is plotted in Fig. 8 (upper solid line) as function of
disorder amplitude W .
Thus, we can conclude that in the dilute MM limit

the temperature dependence of the spin scattering rate
results in finite temperature transitions with critical tem-
peratures TMc (W ), Eq. (27) and T Ic (W ), Eq. (26). Since
TMc (W ) ̸= T Ic (W ) there is a critical region, as seen in
Fig. 8. The corresponding finite temperature phase dia-
gram as function of doping concentration N is shown in
Fig. 9, schematically.

We note that this phase diagram is further complicated
by the fact that 1/τs reaches a maximum and decays to
its saturation value logarithmically at temperatures ex-
ceeding the average Kondo temperature ⟨TK⟩, as indi-
cated schematically by the dotted line in Fig. 9. Fur-
thermore, at higher temperature the phase boundaries
are less well defined because of inelastic scattering and
dephasing processes.

Finite Temperature Phase Diagram with Coupled
MMs. The phase diagram shown in Fig. 9 is expected
to be modified when the indirect exchange couplings be-
tween MMs dominate the Kondo effect for a finite concen-
tration of MMs. Implementing both the Kondo screening
and the effect of the RKKY couplings on the temperature
dependence of the spin relaxation rate 1/τs(T ), as well
as the doping dependence of the concentration of MM’s,
nM (N), as reviewed above, the finite temperature phase
diagram of doped semiconductors can be derived. Fur-
thermore, as reviewed above, there are strong indications
that for any finite number of ferromagnetic couplings, as
they are pressent close to the MIT, the coupled quan-
tum spin system is driven to a fixed point with clusters
forming large effective spins, contributing a Curie law
magnetic susceptibility118,119. Thus, there might be a fi-
nite concentration of such large effective spin clusters on
both sides of the transition, which make the spin scat-
tering rate 1/τs finite. Then, the critical tongue found

FIG. 10. Schematic phase diagram, in the presence of a finite
concentration of MMs as function of doping concentration N
and temperature T . The dashed line indicates the temper-
ature dependence of the critical doping concentration Nc(T )
due to the temperature dependence of the spin scattering rate,
1/τs(T ) (It has a maximum at the average Kondo tempera-
ture ⟨TK⟩, which is indicated by the dotted line.) This results
in finite temperature transitions between the localised and
the non-Fermi-liquid metallic phase. In the metallic phase,
the competition between Kondo screening of local moments
and indirect exchange coupling may in the low temperature
limit T < ∆ξc either lead to a disordered Fermi liquid or
non-Fermi liquid, as indicated by the green area, in addition
to the Althshuler-Aronov type corrections due to long range
interactions75–77.

in the dilute MM limit as shown in Fig. 9, will be di-
minished at finite density of MMs. Still, as there will be
a coexistence with a finite density of Kondo singlets and
of random singlets, as reviewed above, the spin scatter-
ing rate 1/τs(T ) is expected to increase with temperature
since the Kondo screened MMs and the random singlets,
which do not contribute to spin scattering at low temper-
ature, are increasingly broken up with increasing temper-
ature T . Fig. 10 shows a sketch of the resulting expected
phase diagram as function of doping concentrationN and
temperature T . Furthermore, the presence of clusters
forming large effective spins, which contribute a Curie
law magnetic susceptibility118,119, and possibly also the
presence of free MMs due to rare sites of dopant sites,
which remain strongly isolated on the metallic side of the
transition19, may result in a divergence of the magentic
susceptibility in the low temperature limit and non-Fermi
liquid behavior, even at low temperatures T < ∆ξc , as
indicated by a question mark in Fig. 10, in addition to
the Althshuler-Aronov type corrections due to long range
interactions75–77. This depends on the type of doping,
and whether dopant locations are uncorrelated, as as-
sumed in Ref.19 or so much correlated, that well isolated
sites do not occur on the metallic side of the MIT.
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

While still more experimental and theoretical research
on doped semiconductors in the vicinity of the MIT is
needed, we can conclude that it is now very well es-
tablished that a finite density of magnetic moments are
present in the vicinity of the MIT which need to be taken
into account in a comprehensive theory of their MIT.
These randomly positioned MMs can couple to form a
spin liquid phase. This spin liquid phase is well es-
tablished to occur in the insulating phase at low dop-
ing below the MIT, and at low temperatures, as shown
schematically in blue in the phase diagram Fig. 10. This
spin liquid is described very well by the Bhatt and Lee
theory, where clusters of randomly coupled spins form,
which, due to the random antiferromagnetic interactions
at low doping, are mostly random singlets15,16. The ex-
citations of these random clusters of spins at finite tem-
perature result in the anomalous power law divergence of
the magnetic susceptibility χ(T ) ∼ T−α, with α ≤ 115,16.
There is furthermore evidence for another region, the

fan colored in orange in the phase diagram Fig. 10,
where the doped semiconductor have also non-Fermi-
liquid properties, as characterised, also by a divergent
magnetic susceptibility, but which may be dominated by
the formation of randomly distributed Kondo singlets.
The agreement of the anomalous power α with the uni-
versal value Eq. (8), α = 1− (α0 − 3)/3, independent on
the doping concentration N within this fan region, with
the experimental results, as shown in the inset (circles)
of Fig. 184 and results reported in Ref.67, is striking.
This universal value has been derived by taking into ac-
count multifractal correlations in the calculation of the
local Kondo temperatures, which yields a distribution
of Kondo temperatures with a power law tail Eq. (8)
both at the MIT and in its vicinity on both sides of the
transition. The fact that the resulting anomalous power
of the magnetic susceptibility is experimentally found to
be independent of doping close to the MIT and in good
agreement with Eq. (8), as derived from multifractal-
ity, might make these experiments the first, albeit in-
direct, measurements of multifractality at the MIT in
doped semiconductors.

Furthermore, temperature dependent spin correlations
are found to cause finite temperature transitions between
a localised and non-Fermi-liquid metallic phase. The
critical doping concentration is found to depend on tem-
perature, Nc(T ), due to the temperature dependence of
the spin scattering rate 1/τs(T ), as indicated in Fig. 10,
dotted line, which is caused by temperature dependent
spin correlations, such as the Kondo effect. The question
arises how to detect these finite temperature MITs exper-
imentally. Neglecting the coupling to phonons, one would
have a transition between zero conductivity σ(T ) = 0
at T < Tc(N, J) and a metal with finite conductivity
σ(T ) > 0 at T > Tc(N, J). Thus, that makes it similar

to the finite temperature many body localization (MBL)
transitions, which were suggested in Refs198 and199 and
implied in the work Ref.200, where arguments were pre-
sented that short-range interactions in an electron system
with localized single-particle states might not destroy lo-
calization for some range of finite temperature T . MBL is
meanwhile also understood to manifest itself by the lack
of thermalization, see Refs.201,202. With phonon scatter-
ing one expects for T < Tc(N, J) an exponentially low
conductivity, as described by the Efros-Shklovskii vari-
able range hopping conductivity79. The application of a
magnetic field is expected to strongly change the phase
diagram and thereby lead to giant magneto conductiv-
ity, since the critical disorder, Eq. (24), and respectively,
the critical dopant density of the transition depends on
the magnetic field. Further theoretical research and ex-
periments on doped semiconductors will be needed to
explore and understand the finite temperature diagram
as function of doping and magnetic field completely and
resolve remaining open problems which include: It is not
yet clear whether and under which conditions the random
Kondo singlet phase can become quenched by indirect ex-
change interactions between magnetic moments. While
there is strong evidence that the supercritical low temper-
ature phase is dominated by long range Coulomb interac-
tions which are only partially screened due to disorder78,
it remains to be understood under which conditions a
spin liquid phase of magnetic moments may persist in
this disordered metal phase19.
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